
Sonship’s Freedom
(Conversational prophetic message recorded on the 2nd February 2021)

Question: Father, tell us about the freedom we have as sons, as citizens of the Kingdom of Heaven on
Earth.

Message

“This is a magnificent fact. A magnificent facility that is available for those who come into my Kingdom. 

Yes, my sons are free. Not only free because they know the truth, and can get to know The Truth himself,
but because there’s no bondage in Heaven. Therefore there’s no bondage for those who are in the Kingdom
of Heaven. My sons have no bondage unless they place that bondage on themselves, either deliberately or
inadvertently.  

I genuinely desire to open my people’s eyes to the freedom they have. But for centuries, religion1 and the
enemy has kept them locked in, closed off like they are in gaol, because they’ve submitted to what they’ve
been told and what has been spoken to them. They haven’t submitted to me and asked me for the freedom
that’s theirs. In fact, the majority have considered freedom as inappropriate for sons. They consider that they
have to be my slaves. I have never wanted my people to be slaves. They are servants in the fact that they
serve me and my purposes on the Earth and in the spirit realm, but they are definitely not slaves. 

I earnestly desire to free my people into the liberty they have as sons. Humanity was created in our image
and in our likeness. They are our image-bearers. We set them in charge of the planet, responsible to us to
manage it  properly,  to oversee it  and to  rule the natural realm. That’s not an example of slave.  That’s
sovereignty, and kings aren’t slaves. Kings only make themselves slaves when they are defeated by another
king  and  submit  totally  to  that  other  king  or  emperor.  We have  never,  ever conquered  humanity  and
subjugated humanity so that we control what they were destined to control. We have never put them in a
position of being subservient to who they’re supposed to be.  Never! That was the work of the enemy,
working in their hearts and minds, and in other people, to destroy their sovereignty, destroy their kingship,
their rulership. That was never our intention. Our intention was for humanity to be our children, our image-
bearers, who operated like us and for us, in partnership with us in all of creation. All of creation – that’s the
whole cosmos.

There’s so much wonderful freedom and liberty in sonship, but they can’t see it for the veil, the cloudiness,
that’s before their eyes, that’s been placed there by the forces of darkness who want to rob them and bind
them up. Oh, that my people would really grasp onto the freedom that they have.  We would be able to
achieve so much more together. My plans for planet Earth would have been achieved long ago, if that had
been the case. But alas, it has not been so.

Today, I call my people to submit themselves to me as sons, with all the rights and privileges of my sonship.
To cast off fear, which brings them into bondage. Fear of every sort must be cast out of the lives, their minds
and their hearts. And open themselves up to allow me to speak into them and draw them into the fullness
that is theirs. Without that, they can’t enter their destiny because bondages are chains that keep them tied
down so they can’t flourish, they can’t prosper, in the ways I want them to, so that my plans are fulfilled.

Come my children, come into the freedom. Start by coming into my family and desiring to be my son, like
my Son, Jesus the King, is. Come in. Enjoy me. Feast at my table. Allow me to prosper you. Allow me to
pour favour and blessings into your lives.  Open your eyes  and receive everything I  have.  Don’t  allow
religious bondage and dogma to keep you away from my love and everything I have for you. Truly, it’s not
worth it. 

Once you taste the life of a genuine son and you work with me on the assignments I have for you and you
spread your wings and become free, you will not want to go back to where you were. You will not. But,
until you step out and take hold of what I have, the wonderful life of sonship, you will not enter into that
freedom because you will be too afraid.

1 – i.e. Every man-made systems right down to things that people do or say which they think pleases God. Also, the things what they do to placate his anger. 
These are not done in alignment with Father’s desires because an intimate understanding of his heart and desires are missing.
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The door is open. Come in. Come into my room. Sit with me, talk with me, enjoy my presence. Allow me to
pour into your spirit information and understanding you need to move forward. That’s where growth takes
place, being with me in my presence and hearing what I have to say to you, because I speak to every person
intimately. True, there are broad things that everyone needs to know, but life as a son is about a personal
relationship and interaction with me. And it’s wonderful. Come on, freedom awaits you.”

Laurence Smart
Distributor for Canberra Company of Prophets
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[Any anomalies in the transcription of the audio recording into text have been remedied in the production of this document]
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